
 

Physics GCSE 
Topic: Waves 
(Worksheet)



Q1) What is a wave? 

A1)


Q2) What is the structure of the wave? 

A2)


Q3) What is a crest? 

A3)


Q4) What is a trough? 

A4) 




Q5) What is meant by the amplitude? 

A5)


Q6) What is meant by a wavelength? 

A6) 

Q7) What is wavelength represented by? 

A7) 


Q8) What is meant by speed of wave or velocity of wave? 

A8)  


Q9) What is the equation used to calculate the velocity of the wave? 

A9) 




Q10) What is meant by frequency? 
A10) 

Q11) What is the formula used to calculate frequency? 

A11) 


Q12) What are the units of frequency? 

A12)


Q13) In the diagram below, there are 2 waves. Wave A and wave B. Comment on the 
wavelength and frequency of both waves. 

A13)      


WAVE A WAVE B



Q14) What is meant by time period? 

A14) 


Q15) How many types of waves are there? 

A15)


Q16) What is meant by transverse waves? 

A16)


Q17) What is meant by longitudinal wave? 

A17) 




Q18) What is the name of the instrument used to produce sound waves? 

A18)


Q19) What is the speed of sound in air? 

A19)


Q20) In which medium solid, liquid and gas does sound travel the fastest. Explain 
your answer. 

A20)


Q21) How many types of sounds are there? 

A21)




Q22) What is meant by infrasound’s? 

A22) 

Q23) What is meant by ultrasounds? 

A23)


Q24) What sounds can humans hear or what is audible frequency of human? 

A24) 


Q25) What are electromagnetic waves? 

A25) 


Q26) Can transverse waves travel through a vacuum. 

A26) 




Q27) Draw and label the electromagnetic spectrum? 

A27)


Q28) What is the speed of light waves?  

A28) 


Q29) What is the speed of all the electromagnetic waves? 

A29) 


Q30) What do you sense first, the thunder or lightening? Explain your answer. 

A30)


